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Company Profile

• TAROMED is an integrated medical group with artificial intelligence as a key driver to
achieve world-class performance on all chains from production to sales.

• TAROMED established more than 10 branches in the US, the EU, Canada, China, and
Singapore. Covering more than 180 products in 4 categories, including medical
supplies, lab testing reagents, laboratory equipment, and medical production
equipment.

• TAROMED serves customers throughout the US, Japan, Europe, Australia, and South
America, including governments, universities, medical group purchase organizations,
and notable medical groups. TAROMED had successfully completed emergency
production and supply tasks such as Switzerland's national saliva virus test, Hawaiian
isolation suit reserve project, and the emergency Covid PPE supply of the Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center of Harvard.

• TAROMED has a high-efficiency global supply and distribution system, with 28 large-
scale warehousing and distribution centers around the world, capable of storing up to
200,000 square meters of products. With the self-developed sales and distribution
tracking system TAROMED provides real-time tracking and accurate forecast for
clients to closely follow their supplies with clear dashboards and notification emails.

• Different from many medical groups TAROMED possessed advanced AI and intelligent
manufacturing and production equipment research and development capabilities. The
R&D team includes well-known experts and scholars, such as AI experts from
Carnegie Mellon the former COO of DJI. TAROMED has more than 70 patents in China,
the United States, Japan, and Europe. (Including patent-pending acts)

• With actively participate in social welfare undertakings, TAROMED donates over one
million pieces of medical supplies to medical institutions, universities, and schools,
which has been positively recognized by all parties.
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Product Catagories

Medical supplies

Medical supplies such as 
isolation gowns, coverall, 
masks, disposable bouffant 
caps, disposable shoe covers, 
etc.

Detection reagents

Antigen detection reagents, 
antibody detection reagents, 
sample collection kits and other 
related products.

Lab equipments

Pipettes, sharps boxes, cell 
culture and other laboratory 
auxiliary equipment

Medical production 
line 

Isolation gown automatic 
production line, mask 
automatic production line, 
welding machine, etc.

Based on clients' needs, TAROMED has covered 4 product sectors, covering the entire process of
medical institutions from detection to treatment, and fully meeting the overall needs of medical
institutions and government departments in fighting COVID and general medical care.



Production Capacity
TAROMED Isolation gown production factoryTAROMED  Robotic production line



Business Model

Map of Taromed's global branches

Map of Taromed's U.S. Clients

• Taromed focused on the marketing and the global distribution of its brand
TAROMED, TARUO-MASK, etc, which are among the top 10 imported
medical supply brands in the United States in 2020.

• TAROMED serves customers throughout the US, Japan, Europe, Australia,
and South America, including governments, universities, medical group
purchase organizations, and notable medical groups. TAROMED had
successfully completed emergency production and supply tasks such as
Switzerland's national saliva virus test, Hawaiian isolation suit reserve
project, and the emergency Covid PPE supply of the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center of Harvard.

• Taromed provides door-to-door logistics service, with the help of 28 logistics
warehousing and distribution centers located in the US, Europe, Asia, and
South America. Global users can clearly and intuitively understand
inventory and logistics status, real-time tracking of order status by
Taromed's self-developed logistics management and tracking system.

Aerial view and interior view of Taromed
Chicago Logistics Center



Unique Three-in-one Efficiency Flywheel Advantage
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Different from most production enterprises, Taromed
Medical is very few enterprises that has equipment
design, management software development, and
production management capabilities at the same time.

In the context of the expansion of automated
production, the previous personnel management
system as a core manufacturing advantage is being
rapidly broken. Instead, it is an automated production
line + personnel composite management system with
rapid iteration as the core.

Under this system, the continuous optimization of the
whole links can only achieve the fastest and optimal
efficiency optimization. If one of the three links is not
its own, then it is likely to be out of touch and limited,
unable to rotate the efficiency flywheel.

Due to the unique team structure, Taromed can
quickly make continuous improvement in all links
without disconnecting each other, so that production
efficiency can continue to improve.



Digital-based Industry 4.0
Taromed Medical adopts digital twin and AI management
technology to simulate the production line at three levels:
stand-alone, production line, factory, etc. Digital twins and
simulation technology have been used since the time of
design. Simulation technology is optimized to adjust the
production line layout, machine beats, etc to achieve the
optimal efficiency.

By erecting visual, vibration, sound sensors and PLC return
information on the production line, TAROMED can compare the
status of the production line with the simulation status,
discover and predict possible abnormal sources in real time,
thereby improving the maintenance efficiency of spare parts.

Equipment 
twin

Production 
line twin

Factory 
twin



Online IT System
TAROMED Logistics tracking system

TAROMED  Online order systemTAROMED Production control and forecasting system

Taromed has developed a cross-function online IT system
covering segments from production controlling, logistics
tracking, to online order processing based on the accumulated
best practices in operation.

The IT system ensures the information accurately and timely
flow through the whole process from the production plan, the
material preparation all the way to the customs declaration.
After implementing the system, the order error rate was down
by 21 percent.

The logistics tracking system illustrates the logistics status of
orders in real-time so that customers' international purchases
are as convenient and transparent as shopping on Amazon.



Social Responsibility

Customer Reviews:

TAROMED Swiss emergency charter

Letter of Appreciation 
from Boston University 
Medical School

Letter of Appreciation 
from University of 
Pennsylvania

Taromed Medical takes the customer interests first, and
has successfully completed dozens of large-scale
emergency supply guarantee tasks. It has achieved zero
complaints and zero dissatisfaction. In the huge
uncertain situation of the epidemic, it still provides
stable material protection for medical workers around
the world.

The company actively participates in social welfare
undertakings, donating nearly one million materials to
medical security institutions, universities, and schools,
which has been positively recognized by all parties.

Harvard University Medical School, Boston University
Medical School, University of Pennsylvania, etc. have
repeatedly expressed their gratitude to Taromed for its
assistance and cooperation.




